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MEETING OBJECTIVES
To review the results of an online survey regarding potential projects for the future and
written responses regarding the FY2018 Annual Report and Three-Year Plan for
FY2019-2021 (“the Plan”). The combined report allows stakeholders to consider
FASAB’s progress and invites them to advise the Board about its plans.
BRIEFING MATERIAL
This memo summarizes the results of the Board’s online survey regarding potential
projects and written responses regarding the Plan. The following attachments and
appendix provide detailed responses and additional information for the Board’s
consideration:
•

Attachment I: Comments on Current Projects presents comments and
suggestions received regarding the current projects.

•

Attachment II: Comments on Additional Projects presents respondents’
suggestions regarding additional projects for the Board’s consideration.
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•

Attachment III: Additional Comments presents general comments regarding
FASAB operations.

•

Attachment IV: Written Responses provides the written responses to the Plan.

•

Appendix I: Planning Survey 2018 provides the raw data from the survey.

BACKGROUND
The Board published the Plan on November 15, 2018 and, subsequently, on November
26, 2018, initiated an online survey. The objective of the survey was to help the Board
assess project priorities for the next three years and staff publicized the survey to our
Listserv and other contacts. Also, to encourage responses, staff issued a reminder
notice on January 2, 2019 to its Listserv and the survey period closed on February 8,
2019.
The outreach resulted in 134 participants2 which primarily consisted of preparers of
financial statements (32% of all respondents). The capacity that best describes each
respondent and the number participating is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Academia – 8
Independent Public Accounting Firm - 9
Professional Organization – 6
Citizen – 12
Analyst – 15
Decision-maker within Federal Government – 14
Preparer of Financial Statements – 43
Office of Inspector General – 9
Other – 16
Not selected - 2

The Board also requested written comments regarding the Plan. Staff publicized the
request to our Listserv and other contacts and issued a reminder notice on February 5,
2019. The written comment period was extended due to the government shutdown and
eventually closed on March 11, 2019. Five responses were received (see Attachment
4).
Specific suggestions from these letters include:
1. New statements to compare budget to actual results and present cash flow
2. Information on debt-to-GDP ratios for the countries with the highest ratios
3. Focus on evaluating existing standards and disclosures, reviewing the revenue
standards, finalizing the conceptual framework, and distributed ledger
technologies
2

Participants did not always answer each question posed in the survey.
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4. Conform materiality guidance with the Financial Audit Manual, develop an online
financial management educational resource library, evaluate the need for
salvage value in calculating depreciation expense, and collaborate with OMB and
Treasury on implementation guidance
5. Support was offered for all existing projects as well as potential projects on
economic condition, the statement of budgetary resources, consistency with
other standard-setters, and a codification
6. Suggested potential projects included economic condition and clarifying what
level OMB Circular A-136 is within the GAAP hierarchy

MEMBER FEEDBACK
Please contact me as soon as possible to convey your questions or suggestions.
Communication before the meeting will help make the meeting more productive. You
can contact me by telephone at 202-512-2512 or by e-mail at simmsr@fasab.gov with a
cc to Ms. Payne at paynew@fasab.gov and Ms. Valentine at valentinem@fasab.gov.
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Survey Results
Current Projects
Respondents generally agreed with the Board’s current projects. We asked survey
respondents to provide written comments regarding the current projects. Some
respondents noted that they agree overall with the priorities while others commented on
specific projects. For instance, participants noted that the current priorities are
appropriate while others expressed support for projects to streamline the reporting
model and revisit existing standards. Examples of supportive comments included the
following:
I am particularly interested in streamlining the Financial Reporting Model and
reviewing the current standards to reduce reporting burden on the agencies and
also reduce the audit costs associated with the auditing of the statements.
The current priorities are appropriate and comprehensive.
The Board's current projects appear to have reasonable time lines and well
thought out points of measure.
Excellent! The board is addressing the issues that need to be addressed with
wisdom and competence.
Fully support the current projects, in particular MD&A reporting summarized
performance data, stewardship reporting rescinding SFFAS 8, leases, and note
disclosures. New projects allowance for intergovernmental receivables.
Standardization of note disclosures and improvements to the MD&A section
should be high priorities
Also, participants expressed concerns regarding the timelines of projects and about the
Land and Risk Reporting projects. Examples of comments include the following:

1. I think the Land project in the manner in which it is proceeding will lessen
financial management, impair the morale of persons working in financial
management, and send a signal that it is OK to not maintain reliable financial
data since FASAB will simply issue a standard eliminating the requirement. 2.
The projects on the Financial Reporting model, Evaluation of Existing Standards,
Materiality, and Note Disclosure appear amorphous and time wasting without any
substantive objective.
Risk reporting should have the lowest priority.
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I recommend dropping the land project and simplifying the reporting
requirements, as much as possible, for the leases and P3 projects. I also
recommend focusing the risk reporting project on simplifying loan and loan
guarantee reporting.
I disagree with the timeline for the financial reporting model project. The timeline
seems too aggressive. I would like to see greater opportunities for input at the
agency level. I think the purpose of the project is fine, but it seems that the
changes are presented as a "done deal" and handled in a top down manner
without an opportunity for input at the planning stage.
The land project is way off base and out of jurisdiction. Leave this to the Federal
Real Property Council. The evaluation of existing standards should be to reduce
the burden.
Attachment I: Comments on Current Projects presents all the comments provided
regarding the current projects.
Educational Projects
Respondents indicated that the Board should consider initiating educational projects.
The Board noted that educational resources may be lacking for appointed Chief
Financial Officers (CFO) and others new to federal financial accounting; therefore, the
Board could take a leadership role in developing educational materials. During our
online survey, we asked participants whether they agree or disagree that the Board’s
educational material might include
1. videos on significant topics such as lease accounting and
2. guides addressing appropriate information for credit program notes and MD&A
text.
Participants agreed that both types of material should be a priority. Table 1: Type of
Educational Material provides a breakdown of the responses.
Type of Educational Material

Videos on significant topics such as
lease accounting
Guides addressing appropriate
information for credit program notes
and MD&A text

No
Agree the
Response Effort
Should be
a Priority
28%
60%

Disagree
the Effort
Should Be
a Priority
12%

29%

17%

Table 1: Type of Educational Material
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54%

We also asked participants about the types of topics they believed should be a part of
the Board’s educational efforts. They agreed that each of the following topics should be
included:
1. standards to be implemented in the next one- to two-year period;
2. complex standards unique to the federal government such as direct loans and
loan guarantees;
3. the federal GAAP hierarchy and how to research issues;
4. accounting for PP&E; and
5. data for improving entity and program performance (covering topics such as
techniques for gathering, reporting, and using cost and non-financial data to drive
efficiency improvements).
Table 2 Topics provides details on the responses by topic.

Topics

Standards to be implemented in the next one to
two-year period
Complex standards unique to the federal
government such as direct loans and loan
guarantees should be a priority
The federal GAAP hierarchy and how to
research issues should be a priority
Accounting for property, plant, and equipment
should be a priority
Data for improving entity and program
performance; covering topics such as
techniques for gathering, reporting, and using
cost and non-financial data to drive efficiency
improvements should be a priority

No
Agree the
Response Effort
Should be
a Priority
29%
69%

Disagree
the Effort
Should Be a
Priority
2%

30%

54%

16%

31%

55%

14%

32%

55%

13%

31%

50%

19%

Table 2 Topics

Potential Projects
The Plan discussed 17 potential projects the Board could consider addressing and
participants strongly supported a project regarding Data Quality and Integration. Other
potential projects that received support included Review of Statement of Budgetary
Resources and Long-Term Construction/Development/Procurement Contracts. Table 3:
Potential Projects provides the responses for each potential project.
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Potential Project

No
Response

Data Quality and
Integration
Review of
Statement of
Budgetary
Resources
Long-Tern
Construction/develo
pment
/procurement
Contracts
Distributed General
Ledger Technology

35%

Strongly
need
additional
guidance
26%

33%

22%

22%

18%

5%

35%

21%

17%

22%

5%

34%

17%

21%

23%

5%

Hierarchy of
Generally Accepted
Accounting
Principles
Cleanup Costs
Conceptual
Framework
Summary or
Popular Reporting
Financial/Economic
Condition Reporting
Revenue
Intangibles
Natural Resources
Research and
Development
Nonmonetary
Transactions
Asset Retirement
Obligations
Public Sector
Specific Financial
Instruments
Electromagnetic
Spectrum

35%

16%

23%

17%

9%

33%
33%

16%
14%

22%
23%

22%
26%

7%
4%

34%

13%

21%

24%

8%

36%

13%

19%

24%

8%

34%
34%
35%
34%

11%
10%
9%
8%

24%
19%
20%
20%

23%
32%
28%
31%

8%
5%
8%
7%

34%

7%

28%

25%

6%

34%

7%

19%

34%

6%

33%

6%

13%

39%

9%

36%

5%

9%

40%

10%

Table 3: Potential Projects
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Some need
for
additional
guidance
20%

Neutral

Additional
guidance
not needed

15%

4%

Additional Comments
Online survey respondents also provided several comments and suggestions for the
Board’s consideration. While an overall theme was not readily apparent, staff noted
some comments referring to users’ need for cost information and for the Board to
consider the cost of implementing guidance. For instance respondents noted:
I have rarely found where cost benefit analysis is implemented properly and I
rarely encounter where the final result of a project is measured against the initial
analysis. The other area that I believe federal government needs significant
improvement is in project management with the use of financial models as a tool
for evaluation of outcomes.
Would like to see the Cost/Benefit concept revisited. It appears that the Board
may not realize the implementation costs of new/revised standards and are
skeptical of those Agencies that raise "burden" issues. Quantification of these
unfunded mandates should be explored.
Efficiency and effectiveness of operations and performance measurement the
material in Concepts 1 at 199 to 212, and in particular 209, and in Concepts 2
that the statement of program performance measures is not only an appropriate
statement, but likely to be the most important statement for those persons
interested in how a Federal entity is using its resources. It isn't clear that federal
agencies are really doing this and to the level implied in Concepts 1 at 199 to
212, like efficiency and effectiveness per dollar.
Managerial/Cost Accounting, Risk, Budgetary-Accounting Connection,
Sustainability Reporting
Attachment III: Additional Comments provides the comments from survey respondents.
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QUESTIONS FOR THE BOARD

1. Which potential projects do members believe should be priorities following
completion of current projects?
2. Does the Board believe any potential projects are of such high priority that a
current project should be deferred so that the higher priorities can be pursued?
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Attachment I: Comments on Current Projects

1. Are you
responding
as an
individual or
organization?

2. Please select
from the
following which
best describes
the capacity in
which you are
responding to
this
questionnaire.

9. Have you
finished this
questionnaire?

Individual

Academia Need to accept the IPSAS in principle with emphasis on Budget to Actual Comparative
Statement and Cash Flow Statement. The current projects are good but these should be
given priority attention. See my article in the Fall 2018 issue of the AGA Journal of
Government Financial Management, p. 60-62.

Yes

Individual

Academia I am particularly interested in streamlining the Financial Reporting Model and reviewing
the current standards to reduce reporting burden on the agencies and also reduce the
audit costs associated with the auditing of the statements.

Yes

Individual

Academia significant progress is needed to support achievement of a complete audit ASAP.

Yes

Individual

Academia Agree with current projects but hope that increased emphasis will be placed on
transparency and accountability especially the need for a Budget to Actual Comparative
Statement. I have submitted a Budget Reporting Proposal for FASAB consideration.

Yes

Individual

Independent
None
Public
Accounting
Firm

Yes

Individual

Independent
none
Public
Accounting
Firm

Yes

Individual

Independent
Public
Accounting
Firm

Yes

Individual

Independent
Overall satisfactory but needs to consider revenue recognition standards update
Public consistent with FASB update.
Accounting
Firm

Yes

Individual

Independent
Seems like a reasonable set or projects and priorities.
Public
Accounting
Firm

Yes

Individual

Professional
Organization

None.

Yes

Individual

Professional
Organization

Excellent! The board is addressing the issues that need to be addressed with
wisdom and competence.

Yes

Individual

Professional
Organization

On target. Relevant and important.

Yes

Individual

I am OK with the board's current priorities; however, believe the board should consider a
codification project at some point. SFFAS 55, though fairly clear, makes SFFAS 4, as
amended, fairly complicated to follow. Maybe this could be in conjunction with the
Evaluation of Existing Standards initiative. I like that P3s are included on the list, but do
not understand why the board handled previously disclosure aspects and now is
addressing recognition--the order seems backwards to me.

Citizen no comments

Yes
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Attachment I: Comments on Current Projects
Individual

Citizen It is unclear how the Land project substantially addresses the cost/burden requirement of
reporting. The Stewardship Land definition is missing some important concepts. GPP&E
Land should still be capitalized. If an Agency manages the Land by units vs. individual
acres, Units is more important than the acres. Recommend that FASAB track
incremental reporting costs of this standard to include system and process redesign,
audit costs, etc. It is still unclear who the users of Land information are such that it
requires audit scrutiny; esp. when considering the beginning balance might be that since
the inception of the Nation (in order to substantiate completeness). A lot of Exposure
Draft comments were ignored. The compilation of numbers from the Homework
Assignment and used in the Basis for Conclusion draw incorrect inferences. This has
been mentioned before; however, nothing changed in the computations.

Yes

Individual

Citizen 1. I think the Land project in the manner in which it is proceeding will lessen financial
management, impair the morale of persons working in financial management, and send
a signal that it is OK to not maintain reliable financial data since FASAB will simply issue
a standard eliminating the requirement. 2. The projects on the Financial Reporting
model, Evaluation of Existing Standards, Materiality, and Note Disclosure appear
amorphous and time wasting without any substantive objective.

Yes
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Attachment I: Comments on Current Projects
1. Are you
responding
as an
individual or
organization?

Individual

2. Please select
from the
following which
best describes
the capacity in
which you are
responding to
this
questionnaire.

9. Have you
finished this
questionnaire?

Citizen Risk reporting should have the lowest priority.

Yes

Individual

Analyst The current projects look appropriate for discussion.

Yes

Individual

Analyst Overwhelming list

Yes

Individual

Analyst I recommend dropping the land project and simplifying the reporting requirements, as
much as possible, for the leases and P3 projects. I also recommend focusing the risk
reporting project on simplifying loan and loan guarantee reporting.

Yes

Individual

Analyst None

Yes

Individual

Analyst No comments.

Yes

Individual

Analyst None

Yes

Individual

Analyst none

Yes

Analyst No comments

Yes

Individual
Individual

Decision- None
maker within
the Federal
Government

Yes

Individual

Decisionmaker within
the Federal
Government

Yes

Individual

Decision- The current priorities are appropriate and comprehensive
maker within
the Federal
Government

Yes

Individual

Decision- Guidance for impairment of revalued assets.
maker within
the Federal
Government

Yes

Individual

Decisionmaker within
the Federal
Government

Yes

Individual

I disagree with the timeline for the financial reporting model project. The timeline
seems too aggressive. I would like to see greater opportunities for input at the
agency level. I think the purpose of the project is fine, but it seems that the changes
are presented as a "done deal" and handled in a top down manner without an
opportunity for input at the planning stage.

Useful risk reporting already exists in PARs and AFRs and is quite useful when current
guidance is followed. See OMB Circular A-136 (July 2018) sections (1) II.1.1 Agency
Head Letter, MD&A, and Performance Sections; (2) II.2.5 factors affecting the reported
performance; (3) II.2.6 financial condition and risks (see third bullet);
(4) II.2.8 forward-looking information; (5) II.3.3.4 liabilities, including contingencies and
commitments; (6) II.3.9.13-20,37,41-43 liabilities and other risks described in notes;
(7) II.3.11.4-5,8 risks described in RSI; (8) II.4.2 tax gap / expenditures issues; (9)
II.4.3 management challenges reported by the IG; (10) II.4.5 payment integrity risks;
and
(11) fraud risks While many types of risks are scattered throughout PARs, their
locations actually stand to reason and make intuitive sense to those who simply read
the table of contents of each PAR when they navigate or perform research. I am not
sure implementation guidance will help in this effort. Suggest terminating the risk
reporting project.

Preparer of Ok with current board priorities
Financial
Statements

Yes
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Attachment I: Comments on Current Projects
Individual

Preparer of The current projects are still relevant and should be pursued.
Financial
Statements

Yes

Individual

Preparer of The land project is way off base and out of jurisdiction. Leave this to the Federal Real
Financial Property Council. The evaluation of existing standards should be to reduce the
Statements burden.

Yes

Individual

Preparer of I agree with current priorities
Financial
Statements

Yes
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Attachment I: Comments on Current Projects

1. Are you
responding as
an individual
or
organization?

2. Please select
from the
following which
best describes
the capacity in
which you are
responding to
this
questionnaire.

9. Have you
finished this
questionnaire?

Individual

Preparer of The Board's current projects appear to have reasonable time lines and well thought
Financial out points of measure.
Statements

Yes

Individual

Preparer of The Board should concentrate more on simplifying the federal accounting rules instead
Financial of producing uniquely federal guidance. For example, the draft statement on land
Statements seemed to be addressing an issue with completely new set of rules.

Yes

Individual

Preparer of The current board project are appropriate and I have no other projects that should
Financial have a higher priority.
Statements

Yes

Individual

Preparer of The current portfolio of projects seems well rounded.
Financial
Statements

Yes

Individual

Preparer of The projects seem appropriate to me.
Financial
Statements

Yes

Individual

Preparer of The projects seem to be long standing projects. There are other areas that need to
Financial be revisited.
Statements

Yes

Individual

Preparer of None
Financial
Statements

Yes

Individual

Preparer of Govt. Land Project from my perspective, the consideration of movement towards an
Financial IFRS-styled FMV recognition has the potential to open up the reporting entities
Statements (agencies) to unnecessary administrative burden in re-measurement of value, as well
as the potential for increased audit fee expenditures...

Yes

Individual

Preparer of Relevant and Needed
Financial
Statements

Yes

Individual

Preparer of No comments
Financial
Statements

Yes

Individual

Preparer of No comment
Financial
Statements

Yes

Individual

Preparer of no comments on the current projects
Financial
Statements

Yes

Individual

Preparer of none
Financial
Statements

Yes

Individual

Preparer of No
Financial
Statements

Yes

Individual

Office of the Fully support the current projects, in particular MD&A reporting summarized
Inspector performance data, stewardship reporting rescinding SFFAS 8, leases, and note
General disclosures. New projects allowance for intergovernmental receivables.
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Attachment I: Comments on Current Projects
Individual

Office of the Active projects pertain to current issues.
Inspector
General

Yes

Individual

Office of the I generally agree with the current projects. However, I think there are more important
Inspector areas that could be addressed in current projects. I think the existing assets and
General resources used by agencies are in a stage requiring excessive replacement costs.
Also, there are many contracts with outdated cost estimates. There is lack of tracking
and updated costs in many areas. I think existing standards lack adequate disclosure.

Yes

Individual

Office of the Please re-work the SNC to accurately reflect administrative costs. The current "full
Inspector cost" accounting is nonsense. You can't justify allocating cleaning the human
General resources office to Fed Gov program costs. That's hogwash and you know it. Fed Gov
SNC readers should be informed of the costs incurred that are not directly or indirectly
related to program objectives. Taxpayers, Congress and other readers have the right
to know whether too much money is being spent on administrative tasks vs direct
program outputs/outcomes. This is very similar to non-profit accounting for admin
costs because people wanting to donate money to a non-profit want to know if money
is being spent on the program mission or non- profit parties and tom-foolery. This is
important and should be addressed if the Fed Gov is ever going to become an
efficiently run entity.

Yes
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Attachment I: Comments on Current Projects
1. Are you
responding
as an
individual or
organization?

2. Please
select from the
following
which best
describes the
capacity in
which you are
responding to
this
questionnaire.

9. Have you
finished this
questionnaire?

Individual

Office of the I like the Note disclosures project, as the notes seem to be taken for granted sometimes.
Inspector
General

Yes

Individual

Office of the No, other than they all seem necessary.
Inspector
General

Yes

Individual

Other The current approach appears to be appropriate.

Yes

Individual

Other I strongly agree with the project to streamline/reduce workload in the preparation of
financial statements, given reduced agency capacity. However, it may also be helpful for
FASAB to piggyback on automation efforts being promoted by OMB and others, to see if
the changing work processes can help improve information that is deemed of value, and
reduce agency workload at the same time.

Yes

Individual

Other No comments

Yes

Individual

Other N/A

Yes

Individual

Other looking forward to completion of the financial reporting project. Anything to streamline
and improve our reporting will be helpful.

Yes

Individual

Other I feel the Board is addressing issues related to the current finance environment.

Yes

Organization
Organization

Analyst Lease Accounting

Yes

Decision- ok with status of current projects
maker within
the Federal
Government

Yes

Organization

Preparer of The Department of Defense looks forward to the results of the ongoing projects and
Financial appreciates FASAB’s assistance in addressing these issues.
Statements

Yes

Organization

Preparer of no comment
Financial
Statements

Yes

Organization

Preparer of Standardization of note disclosures and improvements to the MD&A section should be
Financial high priorities
Statements

Yes

Organization

Preparer of The Board may want to [comment not completed]
Financial
Statements

Yes
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Attachment I: Comments on Current Projects
Organization

Preparer of (A) Public-Private Partnerships: Fiscal Service is receiving requests from DOD for
Financial USSGL guidance related to its P3s. However, Fiscal Service is awaiting for guidance
Statements from FASAB P3 task force. When should this be expected as SFFAS 49 is effective in
FY 2019' (B) Three issues related to Intragovernmental Receivables and/or
Transactions: (1) Agencies apply for GSA Modernization Fund monies which must be
repaid to GSA essentially an interest-free loan, but GSA cannot issue loans. Looking for
guidance on correct treatment. (2) There is a dispute on rent being paid for a building.
State received appropriations to fund new building construction but GSA has statutory
authority to take possession of same. State is paying rent to GSA but disputes this
payment. Looking for guidance on correct treatment. (3) Currently agency A buys items
from agency B but agency A chooses to capitalize purchase and does not record as a
buy/sell expense. However, agency B only records as buy/sell revenue, therefore this
creates a governmentwide intragovernmental buy/sell difference. Looking for guidance
on correct treatment. (C) One issue related to Other Standards to Evaluate: (1) With
regard to the Fiscal Service G-Invoicing tool, there is uncertainty on what
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Attachment I: Comments on Current Projects
1. Are you
responding
as an
individual or
organization?

2. Please
select from the
following
which best
describes the
capacity in
which you are
responding to
this
questionnaire.

9. Have you
finished this
questionnaire?

constitutes "delivery" is it from shipping point or at delivery. Currently using FASB
guidance to opt for FOB delivery but looking for FASAB guidance.
Organization

Organization

Preparer of The current projects are relevant; however, block chain / crypto currency would be
Financial nice addition. Many of the law enforcement agencies both seize and purchase crypto
Statements currency.
Other

No comments at this time.

Yes

Yes
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Attachment II: Comments on Additional Projects
1. Are you
responding as
an individual or
organization?

2. Please select from
the following which
best describes the
capacity in which you
are responding to this
questionnaire.

9. Have you
finished this
questionnaire?

Individual

Academia

Needless to say, I believe more emphasis should be
placed on a Budget to Actual Comparative Statement
comparing actual results to the budget approved by
Congress. Also believe there should be a standard
linking the Federal Governments financial statements
with the financial statements produced by the
Government Financial Statistic Manual(GFSM)
published by the International Monetary Fund.

Yes

Individual

Academia

FASAB has made great strides toward implementing
the International Public Sector Accounting Standards
(IPSAS). Now they just need to formally
acknowledge that they are implementing the IPSAS
but deviate where necessary for unique USA
circumstances.

Yes

Individual

Academia

I have rarely found where cost benefit analysis is
implemented properly and I rarely encounter where
the final result of a project is measured against the
initial analysis. The other area that I believe federal
government needs significant improvement is in
project management with the use of financial models
as a tool for evaluation of outcomes.

Yes

Individual

Independent
Public Accounting
Firm

Reconsider SFFAS 55 and TB 2017-2. The
government cannot effectively measure the costs of
programs / activities / military services and link costs
to performance data if the cost data are not being
captured.

Yes

Individual

Professional
Organization

Accurate, consistent, quality reporting.

Yes
Yes

Individual

Citizen

n/a

Individual

Citizen

Would like to see the Cost/Benefit concept revisited. It Yes
appears that the Board may not realize the
implementation costs of new/revised standards and
are skeptical of those Agencies that raise "burden"
issues.
Quantification of these unfunded mandates should be
explored.

Individual

Citizen

The number of topics and workload are sufficient for the Yes
current period.

Individual

Citizen

Improper payments. There is an indication from GAO
that it cannot issue an unmodified opinion on the CFS
as long as the agencies report in their AFRs/PARs
substantial amounts of improper payments that in the
audited financial statements are reported as program
expenditures. The way to address that conundrum is
to establish a GAAP standard with which improper
payments can be addressed in the audited financial
statements.

Yes

Individual

Analyst

I like the Board's interest in providing more education
to the community. The Board has well-written
standards and guidance and very competent staff, so
education is something that I am sure FASAB could
do well. I would increase educational efforts as much
as possible.

Yes
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Attachment II: Comments on Additional Projects
Individual

Analyst

No comments.

Yes

Individual

Analyst

none

Yes

Individual

Analyst

1. Internal control and integration of GAO Green Book
Yes
with FASAB. The Green Book first two objectives
(Operations Effectiveness and efficiency of operations;
Reporting Reliability of reporting for internal and
external use) are so much in alignment with FASAB
Concepts, that is hard to believe the GAO Green Book
(GAO-14-704) isn't even cited in the FASAB
Handbook.
2. Efficiency and effectiveness of operations and
performance measurement the material in Concepts 1
at 199 to 212, and in particular 209, and in Concepts 2
that the statement of program performance measures
is not only an appropriate statement, but likely to be
the most important statement for those persons
interested in how a Federal entity is using its
resources. It isn't clear that federal agencies are really
doing this and to the level implied in Concepts 1 at
199 to 212, like efficiency and effectiveness per dollar.

Individual

Decision- maker
within the Federal
Government

Resolving aged receivables.

Yes

Individual

Decision- maker
within the Federal
Government

Managerial/Cost Accounting, Risk, BudgetaryAccounting Connection, Sustainability Reporting

Yes

Individual

Decision- maker
within

n/a

Yes
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Attachment II: Comments on Additional Projects
1. Are you
responding as
an individual or
organization?

2. Please select from
the following which
best describes the
capacity in which you
are responding to this
questionnaire.

9. Have you
finished this
questionnaire?

the Federal
Government
Individual

Preparer of Financial
Statements

Nothing at this time

Yes

Individual

Preparer of Financial
Statements

Guidance on GFRS and the Closing package.

Yes

Individual

Preparer of Financial
Statements

Additional disclosures for revolving funds and/or special Yes
accounts that fund program activity. The US taxpayer,
as an intended user of the AFR of agencies should be
provided detail of what portion of budgetary resources
of an agency are paid by industry/the public through
fees as opposed to being funded by the general fund of
the US Treasury.

Individual

Preparer of Financial
Statements

With DATAct and GTAS reporting, issues have
arisen concerning attributes associated with certain
GL accounts, e.g., Object Code and geographic
location for DATAct, and Trading Partner for GTAS. I
don't think FASAB has addressed issues concerning
how an agency records complex transactions (such
as revenue posted at the time of a reimbursable
expenditure) and associates them with these
attributes.

Yes

Individual

Preparer of Financial
Statements

Intragovernmental agreements regarding leasing and
other complex intergovernmental arrangements. We
have a hard time determining how the eliminations
should work. There seems to be a theoretical
mismatch regarding how GSA thinks of leasing
versus us.

Yes

Individual

Office of the Inspector
General

Guidance regarding disclosure pertaining to potential
legal liability resulting from lawsuits. Transparency
versus not jeopardizing the outcome of specific
lawsuits.

Yes

Individual

Office of the Inspector
General

Disclosure of pending delayed contracts and exposure Yes
due to used of outdated cost estimates. These are real
obligations once the contract is in performance stage.
Requires many budgetary resources. I think some
agencies just want to get pass the project and try to
request more funding every year. They do not consider
all risk factors in making rational cost estimates. need
more technical guidance. We also need to give a true
picture of future impact of budget cuts. Deficit is
growing and the citizens cannot see what is happening
. US Treasury financial statement discloser is week.
They disclose citizens tax revenue comparing to
adjusted gross income. However, corporate tax
revenue is reported comparing to assets. I thing
comparisons should be on the same basis. We also
need long term disclosure of country's financial
situation. We should not allow politicians to hide the
real situation. We are independent professionals not
biased based on political party. FASAB and GAO have
greater role/responsibility to play.
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Attachment II: Comments on Additional Projects
Individual

Office of the Inspector
General

Cost accounting needs to be a priority. Right now the
Yes
SNC is hogwash and hides administrative expenses as
"full cost" accounting. Admin costs should be
separately reported like in a non-profit so readers can
clearly see whether funds are being spent on program
objectives or administration.

Individual

Office of the Inspector
General

Bots are also entering the Federal space.
Greater attention to this technology will be
increasingly important.

Yes

Individual

Office of the Inspector
General

The proper accounting for trust funds and special
accounts.

Yes

Individual

Other

The list was quite comprehensive.

Yes

Individual

Other

N/A

Yes

Individual

Other

none

Yes

Individual

Other

None at this time.

Yes

Organization

Analyst

No further comments

Yes

Much like the review of the SBR, we feel further
surveys or focus groups may be formed to reevaluate
the presentation of the other statements. The goal
would be to display information that is more relevant to
the external users and for management in making
business decisions.

Yes

Organization

Preparer of Financial
Statements
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Attachment III: Additional Comments
1. Are you
responding
as an
individual or
organization?

2. Please select from
the following which
best describes the
capacity in which you
are responding to this
questionnaire.

9. Have you
finished this
questionnaire?

Individual

Academia

FASAB has done a great job over the years but would still like for
them to formally adopt IPSAS in principle even if they do not adopt
each of them. Reconciling with the IMF statements produced in line
with the GFSM would give more creditability to both

Yes

Individual

Academia

The FASAB needs to formally acknowledge that they are providing
financial information to the IMF for inclusion in their Government
Financial Systems Manual for inclusion in the System of National
Accounts established by the United Nations.

Yes

Individual

Citizen

n/a

Yes

Individual

Citizen

The Task Force process should be revisited; esp. only having the
FASAB lead be the primary/only spokesperson during Board
meetings. While it's been stated that Task Force's are primarily
"preparer driven" as if that was a negative, if that's the case how
many more accounting/audit firms and users should have been
engaged to ensure a more equal balance' The federal agencies don't
recruit Task Force members, FASAB does. Answering Homework
questions in writing without subsequent meetings to discuss the
viewpoints contained therein is not an effective process.

Yes

Individual

Citizen

Need better preplanning and methodology for meeting goals and
producing timely results.

Yes

Individual

Citizen

None

Yes

Individual

Analyst

Although it goes beyond FASAB's mandate, I would like to see
FASAB encouraging young accountants and accountants who have
left accounting (perhaps for childcare reasons) to join the Federal
Government.

Yes

Individual

Analyst

No comments.

Yes

Individual

Analyst

none

Yes

Individual

Decision- maker
within the Federal
Government

When I've seen members of FASAB present topics at national events, Yes
it usually appears as if reporting issues are being changed without
any advance notice or opportunity for feedback. This may not be true,
but that is the perception. I would like to see FASAB embark on more
early outreach to involve the federal community on potential projects
and avoid the perception of "top down" changes.

Individual

Decision- maker
within the Federal
Government

n/a

Yes

Yes

Individual

Preparer of Financial
Statements

Nothing at this time

Individual

Preparer of Financial
Statements

The Board publicly in in meetings dismissed the agencies request to
Yes
consider the cost of their rulings. The chairman at the time stated "cost
was not needed to be considered by the Board". This is outrageous. In
my opinion if that is the case, then FASAB should be sunset and
disbanded.

Individual

Preparer of Financial
Statements

When we have called FASAB the staff has been very responsive and Yes
frequently when we are trying to resolve an issue with our auditors. We
would like to keep the current level of service and not have it
diminished due to heavy project workloads.

Individual

Preparer of Financial
Statements

Call in number for meetings is needed. Video webcasts would be
even better!!
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Yes

Attachment III: Additional Comments
Individual

Preparer of Financial
Statements

Leasing in general seems to need clarification.

Yes

Individual

Office of the Inspector
General

None at this time.

Yes

Individual

Office of the Inspector
General

I think the Board is doing a great job. Sorry to see Ms. Wendy is
retiring. She did a great job. Hope there is leadership who continue
and contribute more based on the foundation laid down. Please
consider to play a bigger role as an independent professionals to help
citizens make rational decisions. There is social media who does not
do any due diligence in information provided by wrong
institutions/countries. I hope professionals in FASAB and GAO could
help by providing accurate information in s way general public can
make rational decisions based on accurate information.

Yes

Individual

Office of the Inspector
General

Cost accounting needs to be a priority. Right now the SNC is hogwash Yes
and hides administrative expenses as "full cost" accounting. Admin
costs should be separately reported like in a non-profit so readers can
clearly see whether funds are being spent on program objectives or
administration.

Individual

Other

Your proactive initiatives are obviously reflective of the enormous
responsibility your office has in terms of accountability and
transparency to the public.

Yes

Individual

Other

N/A

Yes

Individual

Other

none

Yes

Individual

Other

Periodic (biannual or annual) state of government finance broadcast.

Yes

Organization

Analyst

No further comments

Yes
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Attachment IV – Response Letters

Respondent
Jesse Hughes
Department of Health and Human Services
Department of Homeland Security
Association of Government Accountants
Greater Washington Society of CPAs
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